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IN OMAN
We speak to Scott Watson, CEO
of Kunooz Oman, about the
company’s projects, operations,
and future plans within the
mining industry in Oman
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T

he Middle East is home to a
mining industry that is evolving
and growing into a key producer
and supplier of bulk products and
metals to pan-continental sectors.
Within Oman, the mining sector is
largely divided into two areas: metals
and bulk, with the latter including
gypsum, limestone, and dolomite.
Oman’s strategic geographic
location provides the major benefit
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of being able to target the rapidly
growing economies of India, East and
Southeast Asia.
“The bulk mining sector in Oman
is substantial,” begins Scott Watson,
CEO of Kunooz Oman. “Government
support for the companies that have
invested in technical expertise, mining
equipment and processing plants
is key to the future success of the
industry. Kunooz Oman is one such

company that is focused on bulk
production; with the natural assets
being substantial in comparison
to the size of the country. In fact,
Oman is currently the world’s largest
exporter of gypsum - approximately
nine megatons (Mt) per year through
the Port of Salalah. Kunooz Gypsum
exports up to 2.5 Mt per year through
Salalah International Gypsum, a
trading company established by the

producers in 2019, alone answers
a market demand stretching from
South Africa to as far east as Vietnam
and Japan.”
Exploration and issuing of mining
licenses is key for the growth of both
the bulk and metals mining sectors
in Oman. Scott Watson states “The
granting of exploration and mining
licenses has been a challenge. The
government has now merged two
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KUNOOZ OMAN
ministries to form the Ministry of
Energy and Minerals – merging the
governing body responsible for oil
and gas with the Public Authority for
Mining. The industry now awaits new
procedures for issuing licences that
consider the applicate’s expertise, and
financial standing.”
Kunooz was incorporated in January
2014 following the consolidation of five
subsidiaries and two associates within
the mining, quarrying, logistics and
construction materials sectors. Named
after the Arabic word for “treasure”,
Kunooz refers to the extraction of valuable raw materials from Oman’s earth,
and the company’s engagement in the
mining of minerals and resources.
Scott Watson has worked for
Kunooz Oman in a variety of positions
for over five years.
Having started his journey working
for Anglo American in 1984 (after
graduating from Camborne School of
Mines – Exeter University with a BSc
Hons Mining Engineering - in the same
year), Scott Watson rose through
company ranks to the position of
Underground/Section Manager in
both the gold deep level mining and
underground coal mining, totalling
nine years with the company.
“I then returned to UK working for
Lagan Group in senior operational
and commercial management roles in
the aggregates, concrete and asphalt,
sectors. The highlight being the
export of high-quality aggregate into
Great Britain and Europe for asphalt
wearing coarse applications on heavy
trafficked roads such as the M25
around London. My career with Lagan
Group covered 15 years of dedicated
service and experience. During my
time at Lagan Group I was Chairman
of the Northern Ireland Institute of
Quarrying, sat on the Quarry Products
Planning Committee and attained
an MBA from the University of Ulster,
specialising in strategic planning. This
led me into consultancy, lecturing and
a desire to utilise my knowledge and
skills in overseas ventures.”
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KUNOOZ OMAN BUSINESS PROFILE
Kunooz Oman subsidiary and associate companies operate in the mining,
construction materials and the logistics industries.
MINING AND QUARRYING:
Kunooz Gypsum LLC – 2.5 Mt exporter of raw Gypsum aggregate from
Salalah. Key Customers – Yoshino (Japan), IMI Trading, Lafarge Holcim,
Global Transit, ETEX, St Gobain (India, Vietnam, S Africa), Heidelberg
Cement, Knauf, Cemex, .
Kunooz Gabbro LLC – 1.2 Mt producer of high-quality aggregate and
washed sand, servicing the Greater Muscat construction industry.
Majan Mining LLC – Associate Company – plus three Mt exporter of
Limestone aggregate from Salalah. Servicing mainly the Indian Market.
Kunooz Marble LLC – Operates two quarries supplying factory with
capacity of 60,000 metres-squared per month finished product.
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
Kunooz Ready-mix LLC – Operate two RMC Plants in Salalah with capacity
of 25,000 metres-cubed per month, and block plant, servicing corporate
and private sector customers in the greater Salalah region. Also, two
mobile plants for selected projects in Oman. Selected RMC supplier for the
Sultan Qaboos Hospital in Salalah.
Carmeuse Majan LLC – Associate Company – Major producer of lime for
the Indian market. A value-added business for Majan mining.
LOGISTICS:
Kunooz Logistics Global LLC – Operates a fleet of 50 modern prime
movers, plus hired fleet when required servicing in house bulk handling
and ship loading activities. Additionally, also a provider of logistics services
for external businesses across Oman and UAE inclusive of the petroleum,
grain, and cement transport.

Exciting year ahead for Weir Minerals in Africa and Middle East
Weir Minerals Africa is focused on partnering with customers to drive efficiencies using its proven
technology-driven solutions.
According to Grant Ramsden, Regional Managing Director of Weir Minerals Africa and Middle
East, the company’s successful evolution over a century and a half continues with a strong sustainability vision for the modern mining, minerals processing and the sand and aggregate industries.
Ramsden is confident about the prospects for the Middle East, where comminution is the main
focus of the company’s offerings – serving the considerable demand for infrastructure works in
that region. Its local capacity has been further enhanced by the recent unveiling of a new world
class service centre in Dubai in the United Arab Emirates.
“As our customers look to reduce their carbon footprint, we are engineering solutions for a future
that prioritises energy efficiency and raises productivity,” says Ramsden. “With leading brands all
the way from ground-engaging tools to processing equipment across the mill circuit, we have an
exciting year ahead with our continuously expanding equipment range.”
In the context of the Covid-19 pandemic, Ramsden says that Weir’s Synertrex® condition monitoring and smart analytics platform will also attract more attention in 2021. Developed by Weir
Minerals to complement its portfolio of mining equipment, Synertrex® monitors product operation and feeds data automatically to the cloud and control systems. This also allows for remote
monitoring where employees or management may not have regular physical access to plant
operations.
“With our service-focused approach, we are able to become directly integrated into the customer’s operation, through having one of our own experts in the mine’s control room helping
to monitor equipment and possibly even procuring the necessary spares,” he says. “Synertrex
has already proved itself in South Africa’s minerals sands segment, and similar interest has been
expressed from other commodity miners in our region. This system can also streamline procurement by alerting customers when new spares may be needed.”
“This aligns with our mission to be available wherever and whenever our customers need us,” he
concludes.

A Trio TC66 cone crusher installed at Oman Quarries
crushing operations in Sultanate of Oman.

Grant Ramsden, Regional Managing Director of
Weir Minerals Africa and Middle East.
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KUNOOZ OMAN
ON CORPORATE
SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY
CSR is important to Kunooz.
The company operates in many
areas across the country, and
with mining operations involving
localised workers the assurance
of continuous networking
and assistance to such people
and areas is of paramount
importance.
On a national level, companies
in Oman must contribute five
percent of their net profit to CSR
so that it can be allocated to local
community projects. Kunooz
Oman follows suit in this practice
and provides funding to a
multitude of community projects
and events, from charitable
outreach programmes to camel
races in Salalah.
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“In 2011, I took the opportunity to
work for Lagan Asphalt (a Lagan
Group company) as Project Manager,”
he says. “Here, I oversaw the company
planning, establishment, build-up,
plant erection and operations on the
A2 Motorway Project in Poland in
the lead up to the Euro 2012 Football
Championships.”
On completion of the project in
Poland he gained a further opportunity as Country Manager Norway, for
Aggregate Industries UK (part of the
Holcim Group) where his position took
him across multiple countries including Russia, Latvia, Estonia, Norway,
Denmark, Germany, and the UK. Here,
Scott Watson supplied aggregates to
Northern Europe and the Baltic States
and pipe bedding rocks for the offshore oil industry from the company’s
coastal super quarry north of Bergen,
and their quarry at Repparfjord in the
very north of Norway.
It was 2016 that saw Scott Watson
accept the position of General
Manager of Kunooz Gypsum (a
subsidiary of Kunooz Oman), where

he oversaw the operations, marketing
and sales of Gypsum Aggregate on
a Global Stage. Applying his lengthy
industry knowledge and experience
in both mining and logistics, Scott
Watson was promoted to Group
COO in May 2018, and Group CEO in
December 2018, the latter position he
holds to this day.

OPERATIONS AND PROJECTS
Kunooz Oman is focused on
operational excellence in every aspect
of its business, enhanced by excellent
communication between all levels of
the company to maximise efficiency
and effective decision-making.
Kunooz Gypsum sets the mining
standard within the business, being
a world leading gypsum aggregate
producer. Kunooz Gypsum obtained
its first mining area in 2007 and the
groundwork commenced in May 2010.
The mining operations started from
October of the same year with the
first shipment delivered in January
2011. The operation has expanded
exponentially since then, acquiring
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“WE ARE FOCUSED ON GROWING OUR MINING
BUSINESS AND DEVELOPING ADDITIONAL VALUEADDED STREAMS, IN GYPSUM AND DOLOMITE
COUPLED WITH THE BASALT FIBRE AND COLD
STORAGE WAREHOUSING PROJECTS, THE FUTURE
IS EXCITING FOR KUNOOZ OMAN”
three more mining areas and the
installation of a 2.5 Mt Capacity
Crushing Plant, whilst acquiring a fleet
of Komatsu and Volvo excavators,
dumpers and loading shovels
coupled with an effective rebuild and
replacement plan.
Quality control in the mining
process is key to meeting customers’
requirements, as Scott Watson
elaborates.
“The mining operation is open
cast to a final depth of 50 metres,
extracting lateral layers of gypsum
interbedded with layers of dolomite,

necessitating segregation of the
gypsum and dolomite, to deliver
gypsum at a purity level more than
90 percent. In total, the operation
moves 4 Mt per year of gypsum and
dolomite. For every Mt of gypsum
0.8 Mt of dolomite is extracted.
Unfortunately, the dolomite is of poor
quality and has no commercial value.
Therefore, utilised for restoration.”
From 2016, Kunooz Gypsum
extended its marketing reach beyond
its then primary market India, and
now has a broad customer base
reaching and servicing markets from

South Africa, East Africa, UAE, India,
Bangladesh, Indonesia, Philippines,
New Zealand, and Japan.
On top of this, Kunooz Oman is
focused on adding value to its Kunooz
Gypsum business in Salalah, through
the manufacture of gypsum board
and gypsum powder. This project is
progressing, having concluded pre
and full feasibility studies, identifying
the benefit of siting a Gypsum Board
Factory in the Salalah Free Zone.
Kunooz Oman is complemented by
Mineral Development Oman (MDO),
a 20 percent shareholder in Kunooz
Oman. MDO is the new flagship of
Oman’s mining industry and founded
primarily to develop and open the
Omani mining sector by investing
directly in new projects.
The high standards and
professionalism set by Kunooz Oman
echoes throughout the company’s
project portfolio.
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For Scott Watson, the key
principles for business success
are:
1. Strong culture for health and
safety
2. Continuous improvement
driven by creative thinking
3. Lean business, delivering more
with less
4. Business heads fully
committed to delivering on
the business objectives
5. Effective reporting and
decision-making
6. Management by action
7. Delivering quality product and
service
8. Effective strategic planning
particularly prior to the annual
budgetary process
These principles are embedded
into Kunooz Oman, which he has
followed throughout his career.
THE HEART OF KUNOOZ OMAN
Vision
Bringing natural resources to the
world to support the sustainable
development of Oman and to
inspire progress.
Mission
Creating sustainable value for its
investors, the people it invests in,
and the environment in which it
works.
Core Values
•
•
•
•
•

Health and safety
Transparency and integrity
Effective collaboration
Performance orientation
Resourcefulness

One such example can be seen in
Kunooz’s Dolomite Project, as Scott
Watson elaborates.
“The company have completed a
full Joint Ore Reserves Committee
(JORC) exploration feasibility study
of a substantial high-quality resource
in Oman with a typical magnesium
oxide (MgO) content of 21.5 percent
and a maximum of 0.4 percent silica.
The primary market is the supply
of dolomite aggregates for steel
manufacture, coupled with phasing
in value added products such as
dololime, float glass, and magnesium
metal,” he explains. “Kunooz is
currently refining and finalising a
detailed mining, logistics, sales, and
CAPEX plan.”
Kunooz Oman is also in process
of setting up a full exploration study
of a basalt fibre deposit, which will
enhance the business’s mining and
value-added portfolio.
Kunooz Oman is not only focused
on mining but also realises the need
to evolve the logistics business to the
next level. In this regard the company
has completed a full feasibility study
on developing the cold storage
business in Muscat, levelling, site
establishment, and concluding
design.
Scott Watson elaborates “The
company’s Cold Storage Warehousing
Project is aimed at complementing
the existing Kunooz Logistics
business, enabling the company to
transform from bulk transport to fully
developed logistics.”

PEOPLE AND COMMUNITY
Within the mining sector logistics
is vital to the fluidity and efficiency
of operations across the board. For

Kunooz Oman, the supply chain
plays a critical and vital role, as Scott
Watson comments.
“We prioritise our suppliers and
partnering with key businesses is of
the upmost strategic importance to
Kunooz Oman. We focus on getting
the best value through our wellestablished procurement department,
satisfying the requirements of
management and the respective
businesses,” he elaborates.
“The company cannot rely on
just-in-time delivery for key critical
parts, particularly in mining and
processing. The supply chain in many
regards is long, with many suppliers
holding minimal stock levels in the
UAE and not Oman. Therefore,
excellence in maintenance planning
is a prerequisite, requiring Kunooz to
ensure critical stock is in place backed
up with consignment stock, held in
Oman. We have a consignment stock
agreement with our key OEM crusher
parts supplier.”
“Key to the budget process is the
management’s review of the maintenance and rebuild CAPEX programme,
ensuring effective scheduling, placing
of orders and control of cash flow.
Effectively predicting when key
maintenance milestones occur enables
Kunooz to ensure plant availability is
maintained at levels plus 90 percent
for all ages of equipment.”
As reinforced by Scott Watson’s
commentary, the most important
element to Kunooz Oman is people
and the commitment, combined with
hard work and loyalty they hold. The
employees working in the company’s
operations are what makes Kunooz
Oman what they are. It is important
they receive management support
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to deliver the business goals, with
site management and site employees
spearheading Kunooz’s frontline.
In this regard, employee safety
and welfare is paramount to the
company’s culture.
“You have to value your employees,”
Scott Watson affirms. “When
employees feel valued then they are
naturally motivated and committed,
thus enabling operations to work like
a well-oiled machine, backed up with
strong leadership from senior and
executive management.”
For Scott Watson, Kunooz is a
very employee centric company
that rewards hard work and service,
and importantly allows workers to
improve upon any shortcomings
through discussion, training, and
collaboration.

“We have an experienced senior
management team that lead
and oversee company activities,
reinforcing Kunooz’s core values
inclusive of continuous improvement
and teamwork,” he says. “Here in
Oman, we have a very multi-cultural
expat community complemented
by the Omani citizens and so must
understand and respect each other’s
culture and adhere to the needs and
requirements of every one of our
employees. Omani employees play
a very important role and are being
encouraged and trained to step into
roles previously filled by expats. This is
a policy of the Oman government, and
one Kunooz Oman supports through
training both formally and on the job.”
With 2021 business activity picking
up and still at the head of a new

decade, Kunooz Oman has many
plans for the future.
“Kunooz is aiming to expand its
profile through reaching out to work
with various potential partners,” Scott
Watson informs us. “We are focused
on growing our mining business and
developing additional value-added
streams, in gypsum and dolomite
coupled with the basalt fibre and cold
storage warehousing projects, the
future is exciting for Kunooz Oman.”

KUNOOZ OMAN
Tel: +968 2422 2600
info@kunoozoman.com
www.kunoozoman.com
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